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In this short note we will relate a notion �extremal length� on elastic graphs and to extremal
length on surfaces. This is part of a larger work on rational maps. The elastic graphs Γ and
their thickening NtΓ are de�ned in [1].

ELrC; Γs is extremal length with respect to the elastic graph Γ, de�ned to be

ELrC; Γs :“
ÿ

ePEdgepΓq

nCpeq
2
¨ αpeq,

where nCpeq is the number of times the multi-curve C crosses the edge e in a taut represen-
tative of C.
Let C be a simple multi-curve on Σ, i.e., an injective (�simple�) map from a union of

circles into Σ, considered up to homotopy (or, equivalently, isotopy). Write ELrC; Σs for
extremal length of C with respect to the conformal surface Σ. This is usually written as a
a supremum:

(1) ELrC; Σs “ sup
ρ:ΣÑR`

`rC; ρgs2

AreapΣ; ρgq
,

where g is a base conformal metric on Σ, and ρ is a rescaling factor. Note that this de�nition
works �ne when C is a multi-curve; if C “

Ť

iCi, then, by de�nition,

`rC; gs :“
ÿ

i

`rCi; gs.

The supremum in Equation (1) is still obtained by a metric coming from a quadratic di�er-
ential; in the supremum, each Ci can be thickened into an annulus Ai, and all Ai will have
the same width.
Extremal length on surfaces can also be written as an in�mum over embeddings of annuli.

If the simple multi-curve C has k components, take A “
Ťk
i“1Ai to be a disjoint union of k

annuli. Then

(2) ELrC; Σs “ inf
φ:AãÑΣ

k
ÿ

i“1

ELpφpAiqq

where the in�mum runs over all topological embeddings of A into Σ with the core curve of
Ai isotopic to Ci. Here, ELpφpAiqq is the extremal length of the image of Ai, more properly
de�ned as the extremal length of Ai with respect to the pull-back by φ of the conformal
structure on Σ. The extremal length of an annulus Ai is just de�ned to be 1{modpAiq, the
inverse of the modulus of Ai.
The modulus of an annulus or multi-annulus can in turn be de�ned by extremal length of

a dual family of curves. Given an annulus Ai with a metric g, let `}pAi; gq be the shortest
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length of any arc crossing Ai from one boundary component to the other. For a multi-annulus
A “

Ťk
i“1Ai, de�ne

`}pA; gq :“
k

min
i“1

`}pAi; gq,

as is natural from the point of view of taking the shortest path of any curve in the family.
Then de�ne

(3) EL}pAq :“ sup
ρ:AÑR`

`}pA; ρgq2

AreapA; ρgq
.

Lemma 4. For A any multi-annulus,

ELpAq “
k
ÿ

i“1

ELpAiq “
1

EL}pAq
.

Proof sketch. In Equation (3), the optimal metric ρ for the supremum will have all compo-
nents Ai having equal transverse length `}pAi; ρgq, which means that the numerator is the
same for all components, and EL}pAq is just 1{

ř

i AreapAi; ρgq, which reduces the result to
the case of just one annulus. �

Proposition 5. Let pΓ, αq be an elastic ribbon graph. Then for C any simple multi-curve

on NΓ, we have

ELrC; Γs ď tELrC;NtΓs.

Proposition 6. Let pΓ, αq be an elastic ribbon graph with trivalent vertices, and let m “

mintαpeq | e P EdgepΓq u be the lowest weight of any edge in Γ. Then, for t ă m{2 and C
any simple multi-curve on NΓ, we have

tELrC;NtΓs ă ELrC; Γs ¨ p1` 8t{mq.

Remark 7. The restriction to trivalent graphs in Proposition 6 can presumably be removed
with some more work. Since every graph is homotopy-equivalent to a trivalent graph, it is
not necessary for our applications. Note that the concrete estimates depend only on the
local geometry of Γ, and thus are unchanged under covers.

Proof of Proposition 5. Since ELrC;NtΓs is de�ned as a supremum over all test metrics in
the conformal class of the surface NtΓ, it su�ces to �nd a test function ρ : NtΓ Ñ R` for
which

ELrC; Γs ď t
`rC; ρgs2

AreapNtΓ; ρgq
,

where g is the standard metric on NtΓ (with an edge e corresponding to an αpeqˆt rectangle).
Take ρ to be the function which is nCpeq on the rectangle corresponding to the edge e. Then
the shortest representative of rCs will run down the center of each rectangle; since there are
nC di�erent strands running down each rectangle, we have

`rC; ρgs “
ÿ

ePEdgepΓq

pnCpeqq
2αpeq.

On the other hand, the area is

AreapNtΓ; ρgq “
ÿ

ePEdgepΓq

pαpeqnCpeqq ¨ ptnCpeqq,
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so

`rC; ρgs2

AreapNtΓ; ρgq
“

´

ř

nCpeq
2αpeq

¯2

t
ř

n2
Cαpeq

“
1

t
ELrC; Γs,

as desired. �

Remark 8. Usually, the test function ρ in the proof of Proposition 5 is not optimal (for
instance, it is usually not continuous), so we have a strict inequality.

Proof of Proposition 6. For this direction, we need an upper bound on ELrC;NtΓs, so we
will use Equation (2) to calculate extremal length.
We �rst �nd suitable annuli. Focus on the thickening Nte of a particular edge e with

n “ nCpeq di�erent sections of annuli running along it; we need to divide Nte into pieces
corresponding to these di�erent annuli. Divide up the central portion of Nte into nCpeq
horizontal strips of equal height. Inside a t ˆ t square near each end, we make adjustments
so the annuli will glue together well, as sketched in Figure 1. (These squares do not overlap
since t ă m{2.) Speci�cally, near one end of e, n1 of the annulus sections will continue to the
left-hand neighbor of e at the corresponding vertex, and n2 will continue to the right-hand
neighbor, with n1 ` n2 “ n. Divide the interval r´t{2, 0s into n1 equal sections, divide the
interval r0, t{2s into n2 equal sections, and connect the corresponding annuli.

t

t/2

t/2

t tα− 2t

Figure 1. The annuli for the estimate in Proposition 6 within the rectangle
corresponding to an edge of Γ with elastic weight α. Each portion of an annulus
lies within a strip bounded by lines that are horizontal in the middle and get
wider or narrower near the ends.

Next we need to given an upper bound on the (total) extremal length of these annuli,
which we will do by giving a lower bound on EL}pAq. We do this by again �nding a suitable
test metric ρg, where g is the standard metric on NtΓ restricted to the annuli.
With this setup, take ρ to be nCpeq on the central section of each rectangle, and

?
5nCpeq

on the squares at the ends of the rectangles. In the standard metric g, the vertical width of
the annuli is t in the center section and at least t{2 in the end squares. In the metric ρg, the
vertical width is still t at least t ¨

?
5{2 in the squares. In the squares, since the edges of the

annuli are sloped, the actual width of an arc may be less than the vertical width; but since
the slope of the edges is in r´1{2, 1{2s, the actual width is at least

t ¨
?

5{2 ¨ cosptan´1
p1{2qq “ t.
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Thus we have

`}pA; ρgq ě t

AreapA; ρgq “
ÿ

ePEdgepΓq

`

nCpeq
2
pαpeq ´ 2tqt` 2 ¨ 5nCpeq

2t2
˘

“
ÿ

ePEdgepΓq

`

nCpeq
2αpeqt` 8nCpeq

2t2
˘

“ t
ÿ

ePEdgepΓq

nCpeq
2αpeq

ˆ

1`
8t

αpeq

˙

ď tELrC; Γs ¨ p1` 8t{mq

EL}pAq ě
`}pA; ρgq2

AreapA; ρgq
ě

t

ELrC; Γs ¨ p1` 8t{mq

tELrC;NtΓs “ t{EL}pAq ď ELrC; Γs ¨ p1` 8t{mq.

These inequalities are again far from optimal (the test metric ρg is never continuous), so
there is a strict inequality. �
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